
Commonalities and otherwise across various 
combustion systems

• General behavior of premixed and diffusion-limited flames

• Turbulence and its role in premixed flames, diffusion flames and in 
complex flows.

• Droplet combustion physics

• Injection systems  - diesel engines and direct injection gasoline engines, 
monopropellant liquid thrusters, bipropellant liquid engines.

• Role of chemistry in ignition, steady combustion and extinction



Behavior of Premixed and Diffusion flames 

• Fuel and air/oxidant 
together

• Therefore air-to-fuel 
ratio Or equivalence 
ratio is a key parameter

• It defines the flame 
temperature. 

• Since diffusion is fast,
Chemical rate controls 
the combustion process

• Burning velocity is a 
reflection of this aspect

• Flame has features like 
flammability limits, flash 
back and blow off and
quench distance

No Ox 
here

No fuel 
here

Burning Liquid drop (0-g,
Or 1 g or with forced convection)

Air/oxidant

• Fuel and air are separated by the flame

• Diffusion is slow and when the fuel and oxidizer 
meet, they react at high rates

• Flame is located where ever the fuel and oxidizer 
fluxes along a local normal are in stoichiometric 
proportions.

• For gaseous fuel injection, flame location adjusts 
itself depending on the flow rate

• For liquid or solid fuels, the air-to-fuel ratio (A/F 
or O/F) for stoichiometry controls the flame stand-
off. Since O/F is large as is true for most 
hydrocarbons the flux demand leads to flame 
stand-off several times the fuel size. 

• Flame temperature is adiabatic flame temperature
affected mildly by stretch and other effects

Fuel 
vapor



Role of chemistry in ignition, steady combustion and extinction

• Steady premixed combustion in multi dimensions depends on chemistry much as it does for one-
dimensional case.

• In one-dimensional case, burning velocity can be taken as representative of chemistry. When stretch 
and turbulence effects are accounted, most observations can be understood within this framework.

• Burning velocity-justified-single-step-chemistry with activation energy and a frequency factor would 
be good choice for computations. This is in fact the strategy for modeling solid propellant combustion. 
It would be adequate for other premixed flame situations as well.

• Unsteady or unstable premixed combustion near limits of flammability can be dealt with using 
additional features of fluid mechanics as in flame blow off or flash back.

• Diffusive combustion near limits of extinction or ignition need chemistry. This chemistry – whether 
reasonably substantive (meaning a fair number of species and a large number of steps) is not 
necessarily identical to what is used for premixed chemistry. There may not be enough demand for 
clarifying the differences yet.

• Steady diffusion limited combustion for determining heat release and burn rates can be taken to 
relatively independent of the details of chemistry

• Auto-ignition and  Ignition in practical systems need to account for conduction of heat or diffusion of 
species and need to treat both diffusion and reaction processes



Premixed flames - 1

• The velocity normal to a steady 1 – d flame of the premixed reactants is 
called the burning velocity

• There are several techniques to measure the burning velocity. It is a function 
of equivalence ratio, pressure and initial temperature of the reactants.

• The variation of the reactants and temperature through the flame has been 
obtained.

• Typical flame thickness is 0.5 mm for CH4-air, ambient pressure and 
temperature flame. 

• Efforts to get equivalent single step chemistry parameters show that it can be 
approximate. The activation parameter, β = E/RTad, that is taken as infinity 
in asymptotic analyses is 6.3 for stoichiometric case and it is much lower for 
hydrogen-air flames.



Premixed flames – 2

ρu

1                   2                3

Convection-reaction balance gives  ρu (1-0)/δf ~  ω (averaged reaction rate – 3)
And so ρu /δf ~  ω.  This gives ρu ~  ωδf (δf ~ δL

0)

Diffusion- reaction balance gives ρD (1-0)/δf
2 ~ ω;  Therefore, ρuδf = ρD or k/cp or µ, taking Pr = Le = 1

ρu = √ρD ω = √k/cp ω ~ √k/cp p n/2 exp(-E/2RTad)
Further, ρuδf = µ implies that flame Reynolds No = Ref = ρuδf/µ = 1

This result can also be obtained through more rigorous analysis. But it is to be realized that since the 
frequency factor is never known to any order of magnitude for equivalent single step reactions, this 
expression can be used for scaling pressure and initial temperature effects, but the measured value of 
the burning velocity is a true result of significance



An interlude…
Mathematics

of premixed flames



The conservation equations and  burning velocity as an eigenvalue

• Differential equations (as well matrix equations) where non-trivial solutions are obtained only for specific parametric choices are 
termed eigenvalue problems. These parameters are called eigenvalues. 

• Vibrations of spring-mass systems where non-trivial solution is obtained for specific values of frequency  (called natural frequencies) 
is a eigenvalue problem. 

• So is the problem of determining the burning velocity of a premixed  fuel-air mixture.

For δ = 1, 
α + τ = 1

Reaction rates are very small 
for small τ and increase 
significantly
only at larger  τ; also for
large n

This means pdp/d τ – p ~ 0
p(dp/d τ – 1) ~ 0
For non-trivial solution,
dp/d τ = 1 , 
p = τ

If we now integrate eqn 5 from τ = 0 to 1, we can write

= Int{  }0
1



Further, 



In canonical flames….

1 – D flame is unstrained or un-stretched
Any curved moving flame will have ± flame stretch ~ (+ or - dus/ds)

us, s

Stagnation point flame has positive stretch – Us ~ a
Propagating spherical flame will have dAf/dt, + for outward 
and – for inward. Axisymmetric Bunsen flame at the 
axis has negative stretch. Swirling premixed flames have 
flame speeds several tens of times the laminar burning velocity If we note that these structures are fine scaled, it appears computing combusting 



Turbulent premixed flame behavior

Koolmogorov scale based Re, Taylor scale based Re
and inertial scale based Re

• When the scale of turbulence
λ is large compared to the 
unstrained flame thickness
the flame is wrinkled by 
turbulence.

• The flame surface area change is 
taken proportional to turbulent 
velocity fluctuation, u’

• Because of temperature jump 
across the flame, viscosity 
increases and the flow may even 
become laminar locally.

• Under strong turbulence, the 
flame structure itself is altered 

• Based on these considerations,
various correlations are developed.



Data On Turbulent Premixed mixtures
A comparison of turbulent flame speed correlations for hydrocarbon fuels at elevated pressures, 

GT2016 – 57804 by Burke, E M, Guthe, F Monaghan, R F D

The conclusion of several authors is that the correlations for turbulent flame speed 
are not satisfactory. Modeling of the role of turbulence needs improvement.

For complex premixed flows, a simple approach is to use BML model in which the local 
temperature of an averaged combination of temperatures at unburnt condition and 
fully burnt condition, the averaging procedure evolved through conservation equations. 
It is turbulence that controls the averaging process. 



Laminar Diffusion flames

Fuel
Fuel

Ox
Ox



In an actual flow field with chemical heat release…..

In a turbulent flow at large Re, the flow structures will involve curved flames and local vortical
structures of partially premixed fuel-oxidant as well diffusion flame structures. Such a flow 
involves local temporal extinction and re-ignition. These  imply that at any station where one 
would expect fuel, one would expect varying degrees of completion of reaction. With laminar 
flow and intense turbulent flows, the plots will be as above.



Turbulence, and diffusion limited flows
• There are many perceptions of difference between laminar and turbulent flows. 

• It is commonly understood that pipe flows are turbulent beyond a Reynolds number,
Re (= ρud/µ) – typically 2300, where as the correct statement would be that turbulence 
cannot be sustained below a certain Re, say 2300.

• Any unsteady flow with fluctuations is not a turbulent flow. It could simply be an unsteady
laminar flow.

• A flow with fluctuations like white noise – fluctuations with the same amplitude at all 
frequencies is not a turbulent flow. 

• A flow in which the fluctuations have a power spectrum ( variation of the square of 
fluctuating velocity with frequency) involving all frequencies (not simply connected to any 
specific geometrical feature) is turbulent.

• In a turbulent flow, the fluctuating velocity draws energy from the mean field and dissipates
it through  fluctuations until the final dissipation occurs through viscosity.

• A buoyancy driven flow field (like buoyant jets) can also be turbulent. Here the convective motion gets 
sustained buoyancy.



Turbulence, and diffusion limited flows

• Turbulence is characterized by intensity and scale. Intensity is u’ and scale can be a spatial correlation 
distance. There are several ways of defining it. 

• The first one is integral scale – typically the size of the flow duct or a characteristic length of the system. 
The small scale is obtained by requiring the energy dissipation occurs to the smallest viscous scale. This is 
given by ε ~ u2/(L/u) ~ u3/L.  The length scale formed of the dissipation rate and viscosity is 
η = [ν3/(u3/L)](1/4). This is the Kolmogorov length scale.

• The ratio of the largest to smallest length scale is L/η = (UL/ν)(3/4) = Re3/4. This quantity is much discussed
number when computational strategies for high Reynolds numbers are discussed – it is noted that if complete
resolution of all scales up to Kolmogorov scales has to be achieved for high enough Re, then the number of 
grid points in a 3-d flow increases so much that the current computational resources are inadequate unless a
modeling of fine scales is done – as in large eddy simulation and similar strategies.

• By similar arguments we get the time scales: large time scale tL ~ (L/u);  small time scale can be formed as 
tη ~ (ν/ε)(1/2)

• The ratio of the time scales becomes: tL/tη ~ Re1/2. This result is unsurprising in view of the scales involved.

• We get Taylor micro-scale as λ ~ u’ tη and Reynolds number based on Taylor micro-scale as  Reλ = u’ λ/ν. 

• For scalars, one has other scales to define mass and energy diffusion. For calculating turbulent diffusive 
combustion flows, the most important scale is Scalar dissipation. Reaction occurs wherever scalar dissipation
is high. The simplest approach is to treat the reaction rate as the same as turbulent mixing rate.



Droplet Burning behavior

The d2 law:  d2 = d0
2 – K t

tb = d0
2/K

d0 = drop diameter
K = Burning constant

A 100 µm droplet will take
5 to 10 ms to burn;
A 20 µm drop will take
200 to 400 µs to burn

Flame is treated as a thin sheet. Reactions occur no where else excepting 
at this sheet. Rates are represented by Dirac delta function. The mass 
and heat flux balance at the surface of the fuel and the think flame 
lead to the solution to the problem



From Stephen Turns book….                 and needed corrections 

From: 

They used a variable property analysis and obtained 



Other influences on droplet combustion

• There are other effects on droplet combustion in real environments

• Forced convection effects in disperse environment

• Spray combustion of a drop size distribution  - Group combustion dynamics

• Effects of turbulence on fine droplet combustion behavior

• In view of the complex flow behavior due to the above effects and even if experimental data 
on burn rate constants under quiescent burning are considered appropriate, validation in real 
combustion systems are required in view of a variety of detailed models under development.



Fuel Tauto-ign, K

Gasoline 516 - 550

Diesel 483

Carbon 973

Benzene 771

Methane 853

Ethane 790

Heptane 477

Hydrogen 773

Methane has the highest Tign followed by higher alkanes. Why so? 
Larger molecules decompose more readily into reactive fragments than smaller ones. Hydrogen, the high reactive molecule is more difficult 
to auto-ignite compared to several liquid hydrocarbons! 
All these mean that chemistry matters with regard to ignition. It is not entirely short duration high energy inspired reaction chemistry 
either. There are energy extraction processes due to flow including turbulence – a dynamic energy balance deeply influenced by chemistry.

Easier ignition does not mean faster combustion. Burning velocity of premixed hydro-gen-air mixture is about 5 times more than straight 
chain hydrocarbon. Different mechanisms are at play – early time dependent breakdown vs. steady back diffusion of reactive intermediates.

Some fuels are more easy to ignite…..is it?, if so why?



Spray Physics and Characterization

From: Arai, Physics behind diesel sprays, ICLASS 2012, 
12th triennial int. conf. liq. atomization and spray systems

Re = ρlUl D/µl

We = ρlUl
2 D/σ



Ultra high pressure spray





Spray characteristics – general features

• SMD is the actual spray volume to spray surface area. Mean drop sizes are close to 30 microns.
• Drop size distribution describes the fractional volume in a small diameter range. 
• The amount of liquid distribution across the face shows that it is double peak matching with the 

influence of the swirl.
• The combustion process is largely governed by drop vaporization. Chemical kinetics of combustion 

will be dominant at outer limits  - high altitudes (12 – 13 km) and moderate speeds (M~0.85) when 
the pressure in the combustion chamber will be low ~ 2 to 5 atm.



Gas turbine spray aspects

• There are a number of correlations provided in the book by Lefebvre and McDonell –
Atomization and Sprays, 2017 many of them specific to the design.

• One can notice that the dependence on Weber number is different in the two cases. 
• Generally, the features are that the air velocity has a strong influence on the drop size.
• Unless a new design has identical geometry, one can use these expressions and determine the 

constants specifically.
• Modern day gas turbine engines attempt to use high shear injectors to ensure better 

atomization over a range of conditions that the engine has to experience.



Slinger rotates at high speed ~ 
40000 to 60000 rpm

9500 rpm
17500 rpm

• The fuel gets sprayed because of centrifugal 
force. 

• Atomization is dependent on the rotational 
speed. 

• As can be seen, unless the speeds are high 
~ 40000 rpm + atomization is poor.

• The injection hole diameter is important, 
but not much since the centrifugal action
naturally creates a thin layer of the film
attached to the forward part of the 
rotating nozzle



Results…From: 2002  Dahm et al, AIAA 2002-3183
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